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1 Introduction

The Northern Bites is Bowdoin College’s Standard Platform League RoboCup
team. As a small, liberal arts, undergraduate college, Bowdoin is not the typical
entry in international robotics competitions. Nevertheless the team has acquitted
itself nicely in eight previous years of international competition. The team won
the championship of the Four-Legged League in 2007, finished third in 2008, and
finished second in the new Standard Platform League in 2009. Since then it has
made the quarterfinals several more times and is one of only two teams to have
made the final sixteen in each of the last eight years.

The Northern Bites is a unique team. It hails from a small college (less than
1800 students) with an even smaller Computer Science department (four faculty
members and about fifteen majors per year) with no graduate programs or grad-
uate students. As such the primary goal of the team is educating undergraduates
by having them work on a substantial robotics project.

This paper highlights some of the work going on in the Northern Bites as
well as the features of the team that have made us successful.

2 Architecture

Like most Standard Platform League (SPL) teams we divide our code up into
several major sections: Vision, Localization, Motion, Comm, and Behavior. The
low level systems are written almost exclusively in C++, while the Behavior
system is written in Python.



2.1 Robograms

Last year we completely redesigned our architecture making it truly modular
with a new message passing scheme to send information between modules [1].
The architecture, called Robograms is designed to be exceptionally lightweight
and fast enough to be an alternative to the Blackboard systems favored by most
RoboCup teams. The design of Robograms, where modules send each other
messages through “portals” allows for each part of the team’s system to be
strongly decoupled from the rest. This is a huge advantage for a league like
the SPL because it means that in principle standard modules could be easily
developed and shared by teams across the league. This is especially useful for
teams just getting started in RoboCup.

2.2 Motion

Although we built our own walk engine in 2009 [3], we eventually abandoned it
because of the difficulty of doing two legged motion research with undergrad-
uates. Thus, the only major piece of our code base that uses code from other
teams is the walk engine. This year we have ported the B-Human 2013 walk
engine [2].

2.3 Vision

As the rules have not changed much this year we have not done any significant
new vision research and still use the same basic system as in previous years. In
fact, we are planning a complete overhaul of our vision system for next year’s
team and plan to redesign everything from the ground up.

2.4 Localization

As with many other SPL teams we use a standard MCL particle filter for lo-
calization and a variety of Kalman Filters to track the ball and share the ball
information among teammates. There is nothing exceptional about our approach
in any of this. What is exceptional is that our goalie does not use any probabilis-
tic localization. Instead it localizes in a way that is inspired by human cognition
and that is more closely tied to its behavioral goals. Our goalie does not attempt
to calculate a global position, instead its positioning behavior is driven by its
behavioral needs and relies knowledge of what it ought to be seeing. For exam-
ple, in getting into its primary position the goalie knows what it ought to see
when in position, it can easily compare this against what it is actually seeing to
derive a kind of error vector that tells it which way to correct its positioning.
We first used this successfully in competition in 2013 in Eindhoven and found
that our goalie’s positioning was superior to previous versions that had used our
particle filter. This is still at the prototype stage, however, and is an ongoing
research direction for the team.



2.5 Behavior

Our behavior system is the most intense focus of our work this year. We have
essentially jettisoned our previous system in favor of a simpler approach premised
on both the idea that communication is often spotty in competition and that
our robots should be prepared for the new Drop-In Challenge. To that end we
have adopted a positioning scheme that is more like human soccer than robot
soccer. Instead of players constantly switching roles, we now use a much more
stable system where player’s roles remain consistent. This means that when
communications fail robots can still perform as a team fairly easily. To aid this
we are developing a system of “visual call-offs” where robots can recognize that
their teammates are chasing the ball and can concentrate on support roles. This
means that we are much less likely to clump when running without wireless or
as part of the Drop-In Challenge. When wireless is working we can still use it
for directing teammates and for limited role switching such as when robots get
penalized.
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